Connection #25
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This is the 25th block for 25connections!
Get your dice rolling - as often as indicated on
the block diagram on the next page to obtain
the marks for the edges or the connections
between the indvidual blocks.
Important: The 25connections blocks share
several edges! The block diagrams
will indicate clearly whenever
you have to transfer marks from
previous blocks!
Now throw the dice once more to determine
the theme of this 25connections block:
1. Use only straight lines to join your marks.
2. Use only straight lines to join your marks and add a circle which does not touch the
edges.
3. Use only straight lines to join your marks plus two semi-circles which originate and end
on one of the block edges and which intersectat least one of the lines drawn previously.
4. Use only straight lines to join your marks plus a square which does not touch the edges,
but which intersects at least two of the lines drawn previously.
5. Use only straight lines plus two „half squares“ which intersect at least two of lines drawn
previously and which originate and end on one of the block edges.
6. Joker: Choose option 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5.

Have fun!

This is the last block for the 25connections series! To us, it seems almost like yesterday that we started this
activity and can hardly believe that it is "over" now!
Over? Wait a minute...
We would love to see pictures of what you have made based on 25connections!
There are plans to include finished 25connections projects in our upcoming MYoD travelling exhibition
which will start informally in autumn 2017 at the show of a Bavarian quilt group and will get into full swing
in the course of 2018.
If you’d like to be part of this, get in touch with us: info@quilt-around-the-world.com
© Quilt around the World

Block Diagram #25
Throw the dice for all the edges and
mark the connections on the edges.
Then throw the dice once more for the
theme of the block (see previous page)
and join the marks accordingly.

Lower edge: Throw the dice twice and make the marks directly in the block.

What is your personal association with nature? Tell your story with a block!
We invite you, dear quilters from around the world, to be part of our 4th International Block Swap (IBS4). Make 9 identical blocks on the theme "Back to Nature"
and send them to us. All participants will be grouped into international teams.
You will receive one of your own blocks plus 8 different blocks from quilters from
around the world.
Join in and be part of IBS4, our new international quilt activity!
Questions? Go to

www.quilt-around-the-world.com/IBS4

Right edge: Transfer marks form block 24 (left edge).

Left edge: Throw the dice twice and make the marks directly in the block.

Upper edge: Transfer marks form block 16 (lower edge).

